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Conclusions 

• Air pollution has not been “solved” 

• Global concepts must be adjusted and adapted to local 
circumstances

• Best practices include:
– Government spending on environment: 1% of GDP

– Multi-pollutant planning, which reveals energy, economic and environmental co-
benefits

– Governance structures at different levels (local, regional and national) that 
facilitate inter-disciplinary cooperation and input

• Energy efficiency* is a demonstrated and highly cost-effective policy 
to improve air quality

• Core programs must be maintained even as agencies face new, 
diverse and changing challenges

• Staff training and professional development essential to promote 
career paths



Issues To Ponder

• Air pollution is a top ten cause of death and disease 
– Millions are disabled and suffer quality of life for decades 

before they die

• No region well integrates energy and environmental 
policy
– Externalities are not fully priced or recognized
– Constraints continue to be imposed upon one discipline by 

the other

• Personal accountability for decision-makers can 
encourage performance (carrot/stick)

• If we know it’s better and cheaper to do it right the 
first time, why don’t we?
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Where Is the Good News?

• Mexico’s Climate Change Law links several 
departments and requires cross-agency 
planning

• RAP’s IMPEAQ model process suggests how 
agencies can link air and energy policy

• China’s regional plans

• EPA’s Clean Power Plan (111d) is stimulating 
state and regional thinking about how to 
address pollution



Regional Roundups

• Perspective

• What lessons can be gleaned, 
applicable more broadly

• What needs improvement to show 
progress



China

• PM2.5 levels are 10X greater than USA, WHO standards, and 
pollution is becoming more frequent and pervasive

• State Council “Ten Measures” requires comprehensive, 
broad, aggressive actions

– Mayors are personally accountable for results

• Beijing Olympics lesson: shutting down/relocating sources 
does not work  relocated facilities expanded, did not 
install best controls = widespread and extreme pollution 
levels

• Enforcement and implementation require strengthening

– new penalty law adopted earlier in 2014

• Energy and environment structures are not integrated yet
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United States

• One-half of USA population (>150 million) live in areas that 
exceed one or more existing health-based air standards

• Clean Air Act framework is solid
– implementation is balky, unwieldy, requiring frequent and on-

going revisions

• State and EPA preference for mono-pollutant end of pipe 
control approach is changing

• EPA’s Clean Power Plan is a game-changer
• EPA continues to win solid legal victories: GHG, transport 

rule. Up next: ozone
• States and regions thinking modular, how to leverage clean 

energy investments
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European Union

• Inadequate governance
– Member states/local failure to implement EU legislation
– Failure to support local action, weakening standards at EU level

• Conflicts between GHG and air pollution policies:
– EU imports wood chips from North America to help meet RES 

targets
– Coal is higher in merit order in the EU ETS
– CO2 standards for cars (and poor test cycles) => dieselization

• Limited guidance, oversight or enforcement to compel actions 
by Member States

• Recent progress to strengthen EE commitments
– Increased financial commitment in Eastern Europe (nexus with 

high pollution levels)
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India

• Absence of consistent legal or policy 
structure

• Political leadership from the top is 
required

• Energy structure remains fragmented

• Also contains many cities with severe air 
pollution

• Potential focal point in certain states. 
Stay tuned
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Background

背景

1943, LA air pollution
1943年，洛杉矶光化学
烟雾

@ 2014，中国北京

2013, Beijing in smog
2013年，灰霾中的北京

1952,London Great Smog
1952年，伦敦烟雾

1948 Donora smog
1948年，多诺拉烟雾

1930，Meuse Valley fog
1930年，马拉河谷烟雾

2013, Harbin in smog
2013年，灰霾中的哈尔滨

Yesterday, international smog cities
曾经，国际重污染城市

Today, China
今天，中国
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Background

背景

1
1

@ 2014，中国北京

2013, Beijing in smog
2013年，灰霾中的北京

Today, Los Angeles
今天，洛杉矶

Today，Meuse Valley 
今天，马拉河谷

2013, Harbin in smog
2013年，灰霾中的哈尔滨

Today, new blue skies

今天，新的蓝天

Today，Donora Town 
今天，多诺拉

Today, London 
今天，伦敦

Today, China
今天，中国
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China and United States: Relevance to 
Global Air Quality Principles



China Focus

• 1.4 billion people
• “Slow” GDP growth is 7.5%

– Forecast to gradually decrease GDP grow rates to 
2.5% by 2041-2050.

• Co-control of NOX, VOC, PM2.5 is essential
• Pollution is affecting the intensity and track 

of Pacific storm systems
• Regional and cross-national pollution 

transport (i.e., South Korea, Japan, Taiwan)



Smoggy Morning, Blue Sky Afternoon

• .
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Benefits from China’s Regional Air Quality Plans

• Emissions: by 2015:
– NOx reduced by 3.59 

million tons

– SO2 by 2.28 million 
tons

– PM by 1.48 million 
tons

• Economic benefits to 
society by 2015:
– $317 billion

• Energy:
– Thermal upgrades for 

residential buildings 
and small 
industrial/commercial 
sector

• Clean Fuels:
– Connect additional 

residential buildings to 
district heating

– Convert district heating 
from coal to gas
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Potential Chinese Exports?

• Co-control of multiple pollutants, ranked by efficacy 
and cost-effectiveness (see next two slides)

• Bonuses and promotions of government officials based 
on their abilities to meet targets in Five Year Plans

– Failure to meet goals: no new projects approved, official(s) 
may be relocated

• Pay for energy audits for small industrial boilers

• Differential pricing: power companies that install air 
pollution controls are paid slightly higher rate and are 
dispatched sooner
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Urumqi, China: Top Down Tons for NOX

乌鲁木齐

.



结构减排措施的单位污染物减排成本及排序
Pollution Reduction Costs for Structural Emission Reduction Measures 
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United States Focus

,



The EE Layer Cake

• Most analyses of EE 
are woefully 
incomplete.

• Some look only at 
avoided energy costs.

• Many include 
production capacity 
costs, but not 
transmission or 
distribution capacity.

• Few include other 
resource savings 
(water, gas, oil).

• Very few make any 
effort to quantity non-
energy benefits.

Data Assembled by Dave Lamont
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Research Needs

• Eastern China: VOC influence on PM2.5

• Weakening Asian summer monsoon and 
increased aerosols in China*

• Ammonia: Paris smog, China (growing CAFO 
presence), US role in PM1?

• Air quality models: account for distributed 
and “behind the meter” energy resources



Recommendations

• Engage both policy makers (agencies) and decision 
makers (elected officials): “people like to be asked for 
their support”

• Synthesize and translate:
– Pricing of externalities
– Co-benefits of multi-pollutant planning

• Communicate and showcase results and success 
stories of multi-pollutant planning
– IMPEAQ offers initial process model to consider

• Consider sponsoring or collaborating on research that 
shows nations with greater EE have cleaner air, better 
health, better economies and job growth



About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
sector. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org.

Chris James cjames@raponline.org

617-861-7684 (Pacific Time)
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